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- When pressing down, the snake will take action. - You can choose how fast the snake eats. You can choose the color scheme for the main menu and playing mode. - There are Survivor
mode, in which the snake will try to eat as many balls as possible. - There are different building
types, so the snake will avoid balls that cannot move on them. - There is a Gravity mode, in
which the snake will try to beat its previous high score. - There are several difficulty levels,
where you can chose the level of difficulty. - There are four modes: - Regular: In this mode you
will find the regular play mode. - Scenario: In this mode you will find various levels. - Survivor:
In this mode you will find the challenges where the snake will try to beat the other player with
his/her high score. - Escape: In this mode you will find that the snake will avoid the walls and
balls and try to reach the finish zone. - There is also the leaderboards, where you can compete
with other players.

Lethis - Path Of Progress Features Key:
All text/GUI/controls rendered in native xp engine
Native control and text from the Konquerer source
All graphics (both GUI and Player sprites) rendered and animated by native player engine
All music played and synth data from the source Konquerer

Conqueror 940 AD Game Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Boot the game directory (or "emulationbios") and start the game. Press "Space" to continue.
When the game starts, go to our website and download/install the game to your machine:
When the game is finished, go to your browser (eg. mozilla firefox) then:
Choose your language (English, French, German, Spanish, Chinese...) and press "Install Original
and Play" button. This will integrate the game into your copy of Conquerer 940:
5. Enjoy the game!
Note: Here you must search for a problem, but I do not know who or when.
Note2: When you select a section, the game will jump to the section to buffer it, then drop you back in
the game.
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